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Purpose: To provide guidance to the instructor in the expected completion of Minimum Company Standards
Ladders Section
Access A Second Floor Window Utilizing an Extension Ladder: Access a second floor window from an extension ladder in full
PPE to include an SCBA. Emphasis is to be placed on technique maneuvering in and out of the window.
Operate a Handline From an Extension Ladder: Utilizing an extension ladder, operate a handline safely from an extension ladder.
Evolution should include proper use of a leg lock.
Carry and Deploy a Roof Ladder (Including Leg Lock): At ETC or an acquired structure deploy a roof ladder on a peaked roof
using proper technique. Evolution will include use of a leg lock while deploying roof ladder onto the peaked roof.
Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
SCBA Donning: Don SCBA within 60 seconds, record time on MCS sheet.
Crazy SCBA: Skill will involve disentanglement of SCBA straps, securing cylinder to frame and restoring SCBA to proper condition
in a limited visibility environment. Skill may be accomplished in quarters, at the ETC or at an acquired structure. The location is to be
determined by the company officer.
Firefighter Safety and Survival
Wall Breaching: Utilizing forcible entry tools practice wall breaching skills at an acquired structure to be determined by the Rogers
FD Training Division.
Reduced Profile Maneuver: At an acquired structure or ETC practice reduced profile maneuvers in order to fit through wall studs.
Denver Drill: As previously completed.
Pittsburgh Drill: As previously completed.
Fire Suppression Training
Operate A Foam Handline Utilizing the Foam Pro System: Operate an attack handline utilizing the FoamPro system found on E3,
E4, E6. This skill may be accomplished in quarters, at the ETC or at an alternate location coordinated by the company officers.
Brush Truck/TFT ProPak Review: Review of the foam ProPak found on B4 or B6. Operate booster line with the ProPak attached.
Advance an Attack Line to the Top Floor of Training Tower: Utilizing the ETC advance one 2.5” attack line to the top floor of the
tower. Flow water from the attack line once it is in place.
Large Area Search: Utilizing ETC or an acquired structure, conducts a large area search. Large area search bag will be a necessity.
1410 Evolution
Forward Lay From Hydrant to Attack Engine And Supply Water Thief: Currently it is policy that the 2nd due Engine’s
responsibility is to establish a water supply, this evolution is intended to simulate a fireground environment where an attack engine is
operating and a truck company has arrived prior to the second due engine. The 2nd due engine will lay a supply line from a hydrant to
the attack engine and then extend a pony line or additional supply line from the attack engine’s LDH discharge to the water thief.
Forward Lay From Hydrant to Water Thief: This evolution is to simulate a fireground environment where a truck company is first
due and engaging in fire attack. The 2nd due Engine will lay a supply line from a hydrant to the water thief that has been deployed by
the truck company.
Advance Blitzfire into an Offensive Position: Intended to simulate advancing a preconnected Blitzfire attack line into position on a
well involved fire. This evolution may be accomplished at the ETC, acquired structure or alternate location as deemed appropriate by
the company officer.
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Core Rescue
Chemical Name/Location: To be determined by company officer.
Familiarization of Collapse Rescue 1, and associated equipment: Companies will be required to travel to Station 1 in order to
thoroughly familiarize them with CR1 and the equipment carried in it.
Familiarization of Collapse Rescue 2, and associated equipment: Companies will be required to travel to Station 1 in order to
thoroughly familiarize them with CR2 and the equipment carried in it.
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